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ABSTRACT
With the increase use of mobile phone and diffusion into people’s
everyday life as trusted communication devices, businesses have
recently begun exploring their potential as payment devices.
While many mobile payments were introduced in different parts
of the world, some of them were successful, and others failed to
achieve their expected benefits. In this paper we conduct a quasi
experiment with 175 potential users in Kuwait in order to shed
light on the following two issues: Why do mobile payment
services fail? And what do providers need to do to better persuade
adopters to use the mobile service?
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1. INTRODUCTION
The number of mobile phone in use over the world has reached
3.74 million [8]. With the rapid diffusion of these devices, many
studies of adoption of mobile devices and services have also
emerged in recent years.
Mobile payment (labeled hence forth as m-payment) is one of the
recent hottest research direction; and is rapidly expanding and is
expected to reach $10 billions in total revenue by 2010 [9]. Mpayment has several benefits: it enables users to perform their
transaction independent of location, and it complements the
wide range of existing e-payment systems, such as digital
credit cards, digital wallets systems, micro-payment systems,
stored value payment systems (smart cards), accumulated
balance digital payment systems, peer-to-peer payment
systems, digital payment checking systems, and electronic bill
payment systems.
While there are many examples of successful applications such as
London city traffic tolls via SMS (www.cclondon.com), there are
also many examples of discontinued m-payment initiatives that
failed to attract sufficient numbers of consumers, such as Paybox
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in Germany, the Simpay initiative in Europe, and several smart
card systems [15, 18]. Strikingly many of these efforts failed. For
example, most of the dozens of m-payment services available in
EU countries and listed in the ePSO database in 2002 have been
discontinued [2]. The difference in the rapid diffusion of the Visa
Electron smart card or eBay/PayPal, compared to the problems
with m-payment initiatives is striking. Dahlberg et al., [6]
questioned why Visa Electron and PayPal succeeded while mpayment services failed. They suggest that researchers need to
conduct more studies in order to shed light on the factors that
attract consumers, merchants and banks. In another study
Dahlberg and Öörni [5] in Sweden reported that m-payment was
ranked as the least frequently used e-payment alternative after
cash, on-line bank cards, credit cards, Internet bank buttons, and
Visa Electron. An apparent conclusion is that these services have
failed to meet consumers’ payment needs [5, 13]. A deeper
understanding of consumers’ motivations to adopt m-payment is
needed to design and launch m-payment services successfully
[11].
This paper aims to answer the following question: Why do mobile
payment services fail? And what do providers need to do to better
persuade adopters to use the mobile service?
In this paper we report on the findings from a pioneering study
conducted in Kuwait about factors that lead potential consumers
to accept or reject a mobile payment technology in Kuwait, named
Mnet.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Our review of the literature on adoption of mobile devices and
services reveals that most research has been conducted in
developed countries in Asia, Europe, and the U.S., and less was
reported about mobile payment failure.
Researchers have examined a variety of issues, including
consumers’ and merchants’ adoption of m-payment services [6],
comparison of different alternatives for electronic payments [3],
economic analysis of m-payments and identification of the
relevant stakeholders in the market [1]. There have also been
several review papers [1, 6]. Given the large number of studies of
adoption of mobile devices and services, our review focuses only
on those studies related to consumers’ adoption of m-payments –
thus omitting studies that focus on merchants’ adoption.
Szmigin and Bourne [15] interviewed 25 students in the UK on
why they use of a form of electronic cash, Mondex. Their results
indicate that all respondents compared this new mode of
electronic cash (Mondex) with traditional forms of cash. In
general, traditional cash was preferred in most situations, due to

problems associated with thee complexity of
o using Monddex, as
well as securityy issues.

norms was not correlated
c
with intention to usee. In addition, results
reevealed differennt attitudes amoong male and feemale.

Khodawandi et
e al. [10] studdied the factorss that led overr 4,000
German consum
mers to adopt or not to adopt m-payment. Results
R
revealed severral drivers for adoption: Onee-third said thaat they
would adopt m-payments
m
to rreplace other forms
f
of paymeent and
17% said theey would usee m-payments for micro-paayment
transactions. Factors
F
incentinng them to usee m-payment include
i
ease-of-use, faast processing time, and ubbiquitous availability.
However, resppondents also identified seveeral barriers suuch as
perceived lack of security, com
mplexity, lack of familiarity with
w mpayments, and complexity of using
u
it.

O
Other studies focused on the roole played by gender
g
in technology
addoption. For exxample, Venkattesh and Morriss [20] developeed and
teested an extenssion technologyy acceptance model
m
with 342 users
inntroduced to a new system ((156 women annd 186 men). They
foound that men’’s decisions to use technology are more strongly
innfluenced by their
t
perceptioon of usefulneess, while wom
men’s
decisions are baased more on peerceptions of thhe technology’ss ease
of use

Chou et al., [3] studied coonsumers’ prefferences for four
f
epayment alternnatives (credit card, stored-vaalue card, smarrt card,
and the telecom
mmunication biilling system). They comparedd these
four alternativves in terms of
o three general classes of factors
(technological, economic, aand social), with
w
several criteria
included withhin each factoor. Based on interviews with
w
43
Taiwanese aduults, they found that stored valuue cards (Smarrtcards)
were the preferrred form of e-ppayment.
Valcourt et al. [17] conducteed a survey of 130 Canadian youths
regarding the use of in m--payment for movie tickets.. They
reported that 76% of respondeents expressed interest in purcchasing
w a mobile phone,
p
and 78%
% stated their inntention
movie tickets with
to use a servicee that would charge their purchhases to their monthly
m
mobile phone bill.
b
Nysveen et al.., [12] investiggated antecedennts of mobile service
adoption for four
f
specific seervices (text messaging,
m
conttact, epayment, and gaming). Theeir study of 171 Norwegian
n users
p
enjoyyment exerts thhe strongest eff
ffect on
revealed that perceived
intent to adoptt, followed by perceived
p
usefuulness, perceiveed ease
of use, and soccial norms. Ressults also reveall that social norrm had
the weakest efffect of the consttructs these reseearchers examinned.
Mallat [17] discussed consum
mer's behavior to adopt m-paayment
Using intervieews with 46 subjects (teennagers, studentts, and
parents), resultts suggest that P
PU of m-paymeent depends on certain
situational facttors, such as a lack of other payment moddes and
urgency (i.e., time
t
pressure). Reported barriiers to adoptionn of mpayment incluuded complexitty of payment procedures, lack
l
of
widespread merchant
m
accepptance, premium pricing forr such
payments, and perceived riskss.

A detailed analyysis of the past literature revieew on electroniic and
m
m-payment reveeals the followinng observationss.
F
First, there is litttle about successsful model adooption of m-payyment
syystems, which will
w guide m-paayment provideer to take off.
SSecond, althoughh millions of ddollars have beeen spent on buiilding
m
m-payment systems, reports shhowed that poteential users maay not
be using these syystems, despitee their availability (e.g. [2, 15,, 18]),
annd it is unclear how to help m--payment proviider to take off.
T
Third, while manny past studies focused on m-p
payment percepptions
based questionnaires, none pastt study investig
gated the moderration
efffect of experim
mentations (livee demonstration
n) and gender and on
new mobile paym
ment intention tto adopt.
F
Forth, moreoverr, while there more studies on
o how m-paym
ments
arre perceived byy consumers in well developed
d countries, therre is a
laack of knowleedge/awarenesss on how they
y are perceiveed in
developing counntries, except veery few studies [14].
Inn order to makke significant contribution
c
inn the field o mobile
m
payment, this stuudy aims to expplore the follow
wing research model
m
which is partiaally based on previous studiees [14] througgh the
(w
m
mediation of thrree important vaariables : gendeer, treatment (leecture
trreatment vs. live demonstrationn) and availablee electronic payyment
(ccredit cards, ATM
A
card, CashhU card, and smart
s
card “intternet
banking card”

Ö
[5] focuseed on how 978 consumers in Finland
F
Dahlberg and Öörni
intend to changge their paymennt habits (m-paayment and eleectronic
invoices) on tw
wo periods of ttimes: during thhe next 6 montths and
next five years. Authors usedd diffusion of innnovations theoory and
found that am
mong factors sttudied that afffect intention to
t use,
perceived ease of use exerts the most determ
minant of m-paayment
i
and electronic invoices.
Rouibah [14] investigated faactors affectingg mobile paym
ment in
Kuwait using a variation of ttechnology accceptance modell. They
included in thheir model six variables thatt potential imppact on
intention to use mobile payyment. These variables
v
were social
e
(PE
E), trust, perrceived
norms (SN), perceived enjoyment
U), and perceivved ease of use (PEOU). Baased on
usefulness (PU
regression anaalyses, Rouibahh’s [14] findinngs reveal thaat only
perceived useffulness, perceivved ease of usee, perceived truust and
perceived enjooyment affect positively inteention to use. Social

R
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n
Figure 1. Research
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Since the purpoose of this ressearch is to exxamine motivattional
faactors, drivers and barriers foor intention to use Mnet, a mobile
m

payment technology in Kuwait. Due to the novelty of the
technology, our research approach is exploratory and presents
findings from a quasi-experiment. The purpose of this phase was
to identify factors that respondents believe would make Mnet easy
or difficult for them to use. We describe each stage of our
research program in detail, below.

3.1 The Quasi Experimentation for Collecting
Quantitative Data
This study is based on a quasi-experiment that the author designed
and conducted in nine sections of an undergraduate course titled
“Introduction to Management Information Systems.” Each section
received one of two possible treatments – either a simple,
introductory overview of Mnet m-payment using traditional
lecture techniques, or an introductory lecture supplemented by
several “live” demonstrations of using Mnet to pay bills using a
mobile phone. In the remainder of the paper, we refer to these two
treatments as the “lecture” vs. the “live demonstration.” We label
this phase of the study as a quasi-experiment – rather than a (true)
experiment [4], because subjects were not randomly assigned to
the two treatment conditions. Instead, each course section was
randomly selected for one of the treatment conditions; all students
enrolled in that section received the same treatment. Since it is
possible that students in various course sections may differ from
each other (e.g., based on age, gender, prior exposure to Mnet, or
other factors), we specifically test to assess whether students
assigned to the two treatment conditions differ in terms of any
background variables.

3.2 Measures of Variables
Besides experimentation we distributed a questionnaire after the
two treatments which asked respondents several questions related
to variables of the research model. The survey was designed to
measure six distinct variables: two exogenous constructs (SN and
PE) and four endogenous constructs (PEOU, PU, perceived trust,
and intention to use). Besides demographic variables (e.g., age,
gender, years of education), we asked subjects about their prior
familiarity with Mnet – including whether they had ever
registered for Mnet account. In addition, we included several
additional items that might be associated with students’ likelihood
of using Mnet. In developing the questionnaire, we first chose the
latter items, based on a review of studies on mobile commerce
that had been published in leading academic journals. We
identified any factors that had been shown to be correlated with
user adoption of m-commerce and m-payment in these studies.
Next, the first author held a brainstorming session with 20
students enrolled in an undergraduate course on e-commerce that
specifically covered the topic of m-payments. Based on this input
from students, we added several more items to the questionnaire,
asking subjects for example, whether they owned a mobile phone,
an ATM card, a credit card, or whether they currently had other
payment forms – including a smartcard or a CashU card (an
online payment system used in Arab countries). These new items
were nominal variables (yes/no). We also asked students to report
their GPA and their number of years in the university – both on 5point interval scales.
The six constructs (SN, PE, PEOU, PU, perceived trust, and
intention to use) were created using 5-point Likert scales ranging
from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree,” with a “neutral”
mid-point. We used four items to measure intention to adopt
Mnet, with two drawn from were selected from Venkatesh and

Davis [19], and two items that we created specifically for our
study (INT3 and INT4).
In addition, four items each were selected from Venkatesh and
Davis [19] to measure PU and PEOU. We used four items to
measure perceived enjoyment, with three of them based on
Venkatesh and Davis [19], and a fourth item that we created
specifically to fit the context of Mnet: “In the future, using Mnet
would be an agreeable way of passing time.”
Subjective norm was measured with three items: Two borrowed
from Taylor and Todd [16] to assess whether subjects would use
Mnet if they believed that their friends (SN1) and family members
(SN2) wanted them to use it. We created a third item (SN3),
which asked subjects whether they believed that the instructor
who demonstrated Mnet in their class section wanted them to use
Mnet. Perceived trust was measured using four items from Gefen
et al., [7], customized to fit the Mnet context.

3.3 Procedure of Data Collection
Subjects in nine course sections received either the “live
demonstration” or the “overview lecture” treatment. All subjects
were first initiated to m-commerce services and different epayment methods, including mobile payment. Those who
participated in the "live demonstration" were initiated and
introduced to m-payment Mnet with several live orders from
different merchants. The CEO of Mnet participated in four of the
course sections by providing an overview of the company, the
shareholders, benefits of Mnet, and describing the steps for
creating an Mnet account, and for completing payment using
Mnet. He then ran several live demonstrations, for example,
randomly selecting students and asking them whether they want to
attend a movie at the cinema that day, and placing an order to
have flowers delivered to the school. These transactions for movie
tickets and flowers were completed via mobile phone and detailed
steps for performing the transaction were demonstrated to
students.
In contrast to the “live demonstration” treatment, the "lecture
treatment" simply had the first author introduce subjects to Mnet,
using traditional lecture methods – without any live
demonstration. Following this exposure to Mnet, the instructor
distributed questionnaires to each student, assured them of
anonymity, provided sufficient time for them to complete the
questionnaires, and then collected them.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Of the 265 students enrolled in the introduction to management
information system course, 232 were present in class on the day
that we conducted the quasi-experiment. We received responses
from 188 students (an 81% response rate). Of these 188
participants, our results showed that 13 students (8.6% of the
sample) had previously used Mnet. Since the goal of our study
was to examine the factors that would affect future adoption of
Mnet, we omitted these 13 subjects from our analyses. This
included 101 responses from students who saw the “live
demonstration” of Mnet, plus 72 who saw the “lecture overview”
of Mnet. All data were coded and entered into SPSS version 14.
All remaining analyses are based on 173 respondents.

4.1 Demoggraphic Daata and Beh
havior of
Responden
nts with E-p
payment
Nearly 68% off respondents w
were female, wh
hich is very sim
milar to
the percentage at women stu
udents at Kuwaait University overall.
o
The majority of respondents (93%) were lesss than 25 years of age.
In addition, 91
1% of respondeents had been in college morre than
two years, and
d 90% owned a mobile phonee – which indicates a
very high pen
netration of m
mobile technolo
ogy in Kuwait. With
regard to electrronic payment methods, the su
urvey results reevealed
that credit card
ds were the forrm of electroniic payment thaat most
subjects owned
d (69.4% had a credit card), fo
ollowed by ATM
M card
(59.5%), then Internet cards (15.6%) used to purchase prroducts
und that just a small
s
fraction of
o subjects had used a
online. We fou
similar digital payment techn
nology called CashU
C
(9.8%). CashU
is a stored valu
ue card, which is
i one of the larrgest internet paayment
solutions in thee Middle East, which allows users
u
to pay forr goods
and services, and transfer money
m
online without
w
risk of
o theft
(www. cashu.ccom/). These results differ greatly from results
reported by Ch
hou et al. [3], who studied Korean
K
adults, where
they found thatt stored value cards
c
has the highest rate of ad
doption
among the fou
ur e-payment allternatives they
y studied (crediit card,
smart card, storred value card, and electronic billing)

m
much larger frraction of subbjects in the live demonstrration
trreatment group
p owned a Sm
martcard, comp
pared to the leecture
ovverview group (21% vs. 8%). Since it is po
ossible that hav
ving a
Smartcard is asssociated with suubjects’ beliefss regarding inteention
too adopt Mnet, we included thhis as a covariate in our anaalyses
below.
Since gender is an important cconstruct in ou
ur conceptual model,
m
w
we also conduccted an ANOV
VA analysis baased on genderr. We
foound that gendeer had a signifiicant effect on all constructs in
i our
co
onceptual mod
del, except for PEOU and Trrust. Women scored
siignificantly hig
gher than menn on Intent to
o adopt Mnet,, PU,
P
Perceived enjoy
yment, and Soocial norms. We
W also noted
d that
w
women were lesss likely than m
men to own an ATM card (50% vs.
75%, p<.01) or a CashU card (5% vs. 20%, p<
<.01), but Smarrtcard
ow
wnership was not
n significantlyy different (14%
% vs. 20%).

4.2 Reliab
bility and F
Factor Anallysis
We first perfo
ormed an Explloratory Factorr Analysis, based on
Principal Com
mponents Anaalysis, to asseess convergen
nt and
discriminant vaalidity. This analysis, using a Varimax (ortho
ogonal)
rotation identiffied six factors, with all itemss loading greater than
0.5 and no cro
oss-loadings. The
T results from
m the factor analysis
a
showed that nearly
n
all item
ms exhibited strrong convergeent and
discriminant vaalidity. The onnly items that raaised concerns at this
stage were thee two new item
ms that we creeated for Inten
ntion to
adopt Mnet (IN
NT3 and INT4)), which exhibiited cross-loadiings on
PU that were higher
h
than theiir loadings on th
he correct facto
or. Due
to these crosss-loadings, we deleted thesee items – usin
ng the
remaining two items to measu
ure Intent to ado
opt Mnet.
Next, we comp
puted internal reeliability for eacch construct. With
W the
exception of Trust
T
and Sociial Norms, all constructs ex
xhibited
strong internal reliability (i.e., Cronbach alp
pha values excceeding
0.70). This inccluded Intent to adopt (alpha = 0.751); PU (aalpha =
0.843), PEOU (alpha = 0.811); and Perceiveed enjoyment (aalpha =
0.833). For Tru
ust, internal relliability was meedium (alpha = 0.64),
however, afterr removing tw
wo Trust item (TR1 and TR
R4) we
increase internaal reliability to an acceptable level (alpha = 0.759).
For Subjectivee Norm, internaal reliability waas 0.691, just slightly
s
below the desirred threshold off 0.70.

4.3 Resultts of ANOV
VA Analysiis
Given that ourr quantitative sttudy was a quaasi-experiment (rather
than an experriment), it is possible that pre-existing subject
attributes may be correlated with
w the treatm
ment to which su
ubjects
were assigned. Before we connducted furtherr analyses on th
he data,
o determine wh
hether subjects in the
we performed an ANOVA to
ffered on any attributes.
a
Our results
two treatment conditions diff
v
(gendeer) and
revealed differrences in one demographic variable
one backgroun
nd value (ownin
ng a Smartcard)). The ratio of women
w
was much hig
gher in the liive demonstration treatment (93%
women) than in
i the lecture overview
o
group
p (49% women
n). The
larger proportio
on of women in
n the live demo
onstration treatm
ment is
a by-product of
o the fact that some course seections consisteed only
of women and
d others, primaarily of men. We
W also found that a

F
Figure
2. Interraction of Gend
der and Treatm
ment in prediccting
intention
n to use Mnet
B
Both figure 2 an
nd 3 reveal thatt men values (p
perceived usefu
ulness
inntention to use of Mnet) are much lower th
han those of women
w
before the live demonstration
d
annd lecture treatment.

feeature a live demonstration
d
((or allow subjeects to use Mn
net to
m
make a simulateed payment theemselves), in order
o
to combaat this
m
misperception th
hat the m-paym
ment Mnet tech
hnology is a simple
su
ubstitute for ex
xisting paymennt methods. Wh
hile women maay be
juust as likely as
a men to regaard Mnet as a substitute forrm of
payment, the facct that women are less likely than men to allready
have other paym
ment methods (ee.g., CashU carrds, credit card
ds and
A
ATM cards), means that this m
misperception about Mnet beeing a
su
ubstitute will not
n so as much to dissuade wo
omen from ado
opting
M
Mnet, as it will for
f men.

Figure 3. Inteeraction of Gen
nder and Trea
atment in predicting
Perceivved usefulness
d one additionaal set of analy
yses – which was
w to
We performed
assess how much
m
the live demonstration influenced su
ubjects’
beliefs and in
ntentions regarrding Mnet fo
or men and women
w
separately. Wh
hile, in general, the live demo
onstration had a very
strong affect on most consttructs in our research modeel (i.e.,
increasing subjjects’ Intent to adopt Mnet, th
heir perceptions of its
PU, Perceived
d Enjoyment, and Trust), this effect differed
d
somewhat for men and wo
omen. As show
wn in Table 1, PU
oth men and wo
omen; whereass Intent
increased signiificantly for bo
to adopt increeased significaantly for men
n who saw th
he live
demonstration (p<.01) (compaared to the men
n who saw the lecture
p<.01).1
overview); but there was a weeaker differencee for women (p
U and Perceiveed enjoyment in
ncreased signifficantly
Conversely, PU
for women wh
ho watched thhe live demon
nstrated, compaared to
women into th
he lecture overvview (both p<.0
05), but there was
w no
significant diffe
ference in eitherr of these constrructs for the meen.
One implicatio
on of this is thaat most consum
mers – who hav
ve little
awareness of Mnet
M
or its distiinctive value ass a payment meethod –
will have a preconceived nottion that it is a substitute forr other,
ment methods ((e.g., Smartcarrds, CashU carrds, or
existing paym
credit cards). This
T
means thaat for individuals who are lik
kely to
already have such payment methods (parrticularly men)), it is
critical that an
ny advertising or other info
ormation aboutt Mnet
1

Women weree less likely th
han men to ow
wn a SmartCarrd or a
CashU card. So the women
n in the overvieew lecture grou
up were
t
men to inteend to adopt Mnet
M
– since theey were
more likely than
less likely to
o have a Smarrtcard or CasshU card alreaady. So
women’s Inteent to adopt waas already higher than that of men in
the overview
w lecture condittion – thus wom
men’s Intent to
o adopt
Mnet did not increase when they observed thee live
demonstratio
on as much as ddid the men’s In
ntent to adopt Mnet.
M

Table 1. Impact of treatment (live demonstration vs. lecture treatment) on subjects’ beliefs

Construct

Mean values for Men

Mean values for Women

(n=56)

(n=117)

Lecture

Live

(n=37)

(n= 19)

change

Lecture

Live

(n=35 )

(n=82 )

Men

Women

Intent to adopt

3.58

4.08

0.50

3.81

0.29

p<.05

p<.016

Perceived
(PU)

Usefulness

3.18

3.98

0.80

3.73

4.07

0.34

p<.000

p<.006

Perceived Ease Of Use
(PEOU)

3.88

4.13

0.25

3.64

4.11

0.47

n.s.

p<.001

Perceived
(PE)

3.57

3.83

0.26

3.59

4.02

0.43

n.s.

p<.027

Enjoyment

4.10

change

P-value change?

Social Norm (SN)

3.11

2.94

0.17

3.43

3.42

-0.01

n.s.

n.s.

Perceived Trust

3.93

4.13

0.20

3.90

4.28

0.38

n.s.

p<.02

5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The study reveals that, as potential Mnet adopters, men and
women have different beliefs vis-à-vis Mnet. In particular,
without a live demonstration of Mnet, men make the assumption
that they don't need to adopt Mnet if they already own a
Smartcard or a CashU card. However, once the live
demonstration occurs, men no longer perceive Mnet as just a
substitute for Smartcards or CashU cards. Thus, in the absence of
a live demonstration of Mnet, those with favorable attitudes to
Mnet will tend to be those subjects who don't already own a
SmartCard or CashU card, and women are more likely to belong
to this group, compared to men. Such a finding emphasizes the
importance of live demonstration in persuading subjects of the
value of Mnet. This is an important finding of the study with
promising potential implication.
Results of this study extend previous studies on mobile payment
and m-commerce in different ways:
First, our results prove that live demonstration is a significant
predictor of m-payment adoption. It seems also it plays an
important factor in persuading potential users to use m-payment.
Such result is totally new in the field of m-payment since none
study testes it and succeeds to demonstrate it. However, if we
consider that live demonstration is somewhat offering experience
to potential consumers, then this result is in line with previous
findings related to experience given to IT users [16].
Second, the effect o live demonstration also extends that of
Dahlberg and Öörni [5] who found that only PEOU is the most
determinant of intention to adopt m-payment and electronic
invoice in Finland.
Third, results of this study also highlight the moderate role of
gender and perceived enjoyment on intention to adopt m-payment.
This study succeeds to reveal that potential men users and women
users have different attitudes and via-a-vis of m-payment, thus
confirm findings of previous studies [12, 20] Perceived enjoyment
is a stronger predictor of BI to use Mnet by both groups; however,
it is stronger for male users. PU is also a predictor of intention to

adopt for both groups, but it is stronger predictor for male users.
Such result confirm findings of Venkatesh and Morris [20] but
partially Nysveen et al., [12] who found that PU is a significant
determinant of BI only for male users.
Results suggest that advertising efforts for Mnet must try to
either: (i) include an actual live demonstration of how Mnet
works (e.g., on television advertising or through video clips
shown on the web) or (ii) explain to potential adopters that Mnet
is different from Smartcards and CashU cards, and is a
complementary form of electronic payment rather than a
substitute. These steps are necessary in communicating the
benefits of Mnet to potential adopters; otherwise they will assume
that Mnet is a simple substitute for existing payment cards, which
will deter potential adopters – especially men. Perhaps the present
failure to follow these recommendations is a possible explanation
for why Mnet has not enjoyed widespread adoption in Kuwait
since its debut in May 2005, and stopped its business starting
2008.
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